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My first two commentaries, as luck would have it, had to he given at a time

when our opponents - in the Far East at any rate - had given our Forces about half

a dozen knock-out blows one after another without anything very effective in the

way of a reply from us,
- ,

Now, this last month, the Japanese have not had quite such a startling string
of successes, , , True, they’re still pressing on in Burma, and I’ll cone back to

that; but, whatever the. outcome of the naval battle in the Coral Sea, it’s had

the effect of checking the enemy in his big southward offensive in the Pacific,

It has, in short, held off, if only for the tine being, an invasion thrust at

Australia, This and the holding out of the gallant forces in Bataan and Corregidor

gave the United Nations priceless time to reinforce Australia,

To return to Burma, I hope it is clear why the Japanese have been pressing
on northwards with such desperate haste since the fall of ,Rangoon; it’s because

they have been all out to beat the weather; the monsoon is due to' break within

the next fortnight, and the climate in the Burma jungle is now most trying with

masses of cloud in the sky, and everything, hot and sweaty. Then when the rains

do break: there comes the difficulty of moving troops and transport of all sorts,

heavy downpours for days on end, rivers rising, country flooded, everything in

fact slowed down.

So you see what an advantage it has been for the Japanese to roach the dry
zone in the middle of Burma, around Mandalay, before the monsoon breaks.

Our troops have had to withdraw towards the Indian Frontier, and communications

between our Forces and the Chinese are now very difficult. Hoy; long it mil take

to re-establish full communicaiton with the Chinese armies, it’s not possible to

say.

Some, people have been wondering why we’ve always had to retire, why we didn’t

choose a. good position and stand it out.

The difficulties with which our troops in Burma had to contend are not

perhaps always understood. Since the fall of Rangoon we've been unable to send them

any reinforcements or supplies by sea, and there’s no road through from India by

which we could send then by land.

The Japanese, on the other hand, have excellent bases in Burma and Indo-China,

and, having obtained local command of the sea,they can bring up all the reinforce-

ments, all the supplies and all the stores they need. Added to this we have never

had enough Troops for the task to be undertaken.

In other words, the front over Which the Japanese have been able to advance has

been so wide that our small Force could not possibly cover it. That means that

parts of the front had to be undefended, or thinly held, and flanks left open to

turning movements. So that, when the enemy attacked, he was able to penetrate at

weak spots, or make a wide turning movement round an open flank, When that happens,
the Force must withdraw, or be cut off or surrounded.

Just as in Malaya, where the front was always too vide for cur small Force to

hold in sufficient strength, so in Burma we’ve had to fight delaying actions all the

time, holding up the advancing enemy as long as possible, inflicting as many casualties

as possible, but slipping away in time to avoid being cut off or surrounded.

In spite of these handicaps there is no doubt that our troops, fighting for

months, without relief, or rest, in extreme heat, in dense Jungle- where it was often

impossible to distinguish friend from foe, have fought magnificently. And so have

the Chinese,



As General Wavell has said "Now that our Troops have nearly reached- -the

frontier of India where they can he relieved by fresh Troops, we shall he

fighting on more favourable terms." A valuable 5 months has been gained for

the organisation of India’s Eastern, frontier.

In quite another part of ‘the world - 3500 miles’ away across the Indian

Ocean to the south west we landed in Madagascar on. the fifth of May, and within

4-8 hours the Naval Base of Diego Suarez was in cur hands..

This highly successful operation has given us a welcome tonic, and its

importance cannot be exaggerated. We have gained possession of one of the

finest harbours in the world which our fleet can use to protect our main sea

route to the Middle East Theatre, and to India.

There are also, excellent landing grounds. But perhaps even more important
still, we 1 have denied the use of the island to the Japanese, In Japanese hands,

Madagascar could beused by a Japanese fleet and aircraft, to attack our sea

communications through the Indian Ocean from South Africa to the Middle East

and to India.

Perhaps you’d like to know what an operation of this kind,if it’s to be

successful,means in the way of preparation and secrecy.

The first thing, of course, is to make a plan and to do this we must have

all possibile information about the island, its climate, harbours, landing

places, airfields, railways, roads, tracks, and so on. We must also know what

the garrison consists of, and how strong are its defences;, what is the

population and its likely attitude? With, this information, we’re in a position
to consider the size and the composition of the Force which we require to carry

out 'the operation, and as it all has to be transported in ships it must be the

minimum necessary for the job

Well, having decided on the Force to be employed, the Combined Staff has

to arrange-for the necessary ships to take the Force to its destination, and

to allot troops to the various ships. The way in which these ships are loaded

is of the very first importance - what goes into the hold first comes out

last, and vice versa. Moreover, it is no good putting troops in one ship and

their equipment in another if they're to land on the beach together.

Landing craft for bringing the troops and stores from ship to shore must

also be taken,, Then again, if the journey’s a long one, it may be necessary

to sail first to an advanced base .where the Force can get ashore and be

re-sorted before the final dash to the objective.

Then Supplies, Ammunition, Stores, Motor transport. Petrol, Medical Services,

all have to be arranged in advance, not to mention such things as Post and Pay.

All the various units taking part will have to be given their orders, so that

each knows exactly where it's to land and what it’s to do on landing. Then

before sailing, the Troops have to be rehearsed, in the parts will have

to play in the operation. First with models indoors;• then outside on the ground,

The Royal Navy has to organise the. convoy and provide the escorting Fleet.

Beach parties have to be detailed to go ashore and organise the beaches so that

Troops, Guns, Tanks, Transport, Ammunition, Stores and Supplies can all be

landed at the right time and place,

The Royal Navy may also have to arrange to give the Troops supporting fire

from their guns and from their aircraft. For not only does artillery take up

a lot of shipping space, but it takes time to land and wouldn’t be ready in the

initial stages, at any rate. Reconnaissance and Fighter aircraft will also

have co co-operate.

Well, all these require a lot of organising, as upon
the care with which all

these details are worked out, may depend the success or failure of the expedition

It entails, of course, many meetings between the Staffs of the different Services

Let's imagine the expedition approaching the island; this is the critical

time. Mine sweepers have to go ahead to clear the channel of mines "before the

ships creep in to their allotted anchorages. Everything depends on not being

seen or heard so all has to be done in the dark and silently. Even so, it seems

to those taking part as if they must be heard. /The



The first flight of Troops to go ashore, lightly clad, wearing rubber

shoes to- prevent noise, get into the landing craft and are then taken ashore.

They jump out, fern up at once, said off to their allotted objective*

And then there’s secrecy. Jt’s not easy to keep secret the nove overseas

of a convey of ships carrying a force- of many different units and requiring such

detailed preparation by so many different people. But secrecy is vital, as on

secrecy depends surprise and on surprise depends success.

The importance of secrecy and the disastrous effect of leakage of information

is very well illustrated in the film ‘Next of Kin* now showing*

That the secret of our descent on Madagascar was well kept is certain, and

speaks well for all taking part, for our initial landing came as a complete

surprise and by five minutes to six on the morning of the 5th May, Windsor Castle

Battery overlooking Courier Bay where the first landing was made.had been captured,

and the ,garrison were made prisoners.

On the Russian Front the Germans started an attack on the 8th May in the

Kerch peninsula. Obviously a preliminary operation to clear the. German right

flank before their main, offensive started.

The attack was a heavy one, well staged and supported by a large number of

bombing aircraft. Fighting has been very heavy and in spite of stubborn resistance

by the Russians the5 Germans appeared to have cleared the Kerch peninsula with the

possible exception of parts of Kerch itself.

Meanwhile the Russians have launched an offensive in the region of Kharkov

where heavy fighting is in progress. This is a much bigger offensive than the

German attack on the Kerch peninsula, and is taking place on a wide front..

Kharkov is of course very heavily defended and the Germans attach the greatest
importance to holding it as a jumping off place for part of their big offensive.

The upper Donets where the fighting is taking place - is mostly open rolling
agricultural land with no woods or other cover, except along the banks of the rivers,
which arc the only natural obstacles, it’s ideal country for armoured formations.

The Russians met with a considerable amount of success in the early stages

enlarging the salient South of Kharkov but the Germans have now launched a counter-

attack from the South against this salient and the question is whether the Russians

can hold it, or will the salient be cut off.

Timoshenko's object doubtless is to upset the expected German offensive, but

it’s too early to say how far he’s succeeded* If he can capture Kharkov or make

a break through the German main position the result would, of course, be far reaching.

One thing these battles have shewn, particularly the Battle for the Kerch

peninsula is that in spite of their heavy casualties and the ordeal of the bitter

winter, the German Army is still a very formidable fighting machine and quite capable

of staging offensive operations.

To sun up, in the Par past, the throat to Australia remains, and china has "been

cut off, temporarily, from supplies from the West. But the resistance in the

Phillipines, in Malaya, and in Burma, has given us time which was vital, to organise

our forces in Australia and receive reinforcements from the United States. It has

also given us time to organise the defence of India and of Ceylon and to reinforce

then particularly with aircraft, the lack of which has hitherto so seriously

handicapped our operations in the par East,



Madagascar hag given us a first class Base from which to operate
our Naval Forces in the Indian Ocean, and has denied to the Japanese

a Base which, in their hands would have been a serious menace to our

communications, •

Meanwhile, the.vital front is Russia,

Although the German main offensive hasn’t yet started, there’s

little doubt that it will do so, before long unless Timoshenko’s

attack on the Kharkov front meets with such success as to keep the

initiative out of German hands, ; E

There’s been a demand from certain quarters for the establishment

by us of what is called a "second front”, In actual fact, we’re committed

already- on many fronts. The Middle East which is a very extensive

theatre, including-not only Libya but Egypt, Palestine, and Syria as

well. Australia forms another front and yet again India* Ceylon
and Madagascar must be defended. Over and above all these committment

we have our vital sea communications in the Atlantic and in the Indiain

Ocean.

Still, when the appropriate time arrives, and when the necessary

shipping can be made available, we shall invade the Continent again,
and open. a . second front against Germany, In the meantime lets keep
Hitler guessing as to where and when that will be.
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